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Abstract
This dissertation was written as part of the MSc in Strategic Product Design at
the International Hellenic University.
This study aims to reveal the suitable recreational boat, that is aesthetically appealing and safe, with the sufficient capacity is needed for three or four people and the
ability to carry it in a middle sized car. The objective of this dissertation is to create a
small recreational boat, designed in such a manner that gives the user the feeling of
yacht luxury and reliability despite the limitation of its size.
There are many types of recreational boats for different activities, however due
to the size constraints, the research is focused on the materials that are going to be
used in order to marrow down the selection to a foldable or inflatable material. On the
basis of these constraints, it has to be seaworthy, without affecting the safety, the stability and the floatability of the final product.
Writing a dissertation with the subject of designing a product can be based on
empirical approach. The research is focused on user’s requirements and their perception of luxuriousness and reliability, an extensive market research collecting the pros
and cons of similar products and
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Preface
The basis for this research originally stemmed from my passion in yachting and
product design. As a racing sailor and founder of five successful companies which are
irrelevant to yachting, after the summer of 2016, I started my sixth company that charters yachts in Greece. From that moment, I realised that probably nothing completes
me more than following my passion which is the yacht design and building which hopefully is going to be my next business adventure.
Due to this reason, I found a huge interest in the subject of a boat that can be
carried in a middle sized car and can be affortable almost by anybody. However, due to
my passion in large sailing and motor yachts, I found extremely difficult the constraint
of the size as my mind and correspondingly my research were continuously distracted
to design a big luxury yacht that can be hardly carried on a big lorry, maybe 10 times
bigger than the constraint of the middle sized car.
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Introduction

The purpose of this report is to reflect upon the personal ability of the writer to
organize and run a design project, based on the knowledge and the experience that
was gained from the education of the MSc program in Strategic Product Design.
This dissertation aims to reveal the research and the methodology that has to
be done for every stage of the design process, from the opportunity identification, to
the Concept Selection. Finally, the concept that will be selected must be a suitable recreational boat, that is aesthetically appealing and seaworthy, with the sufficient capacity is needed for three or four people and the ability to carry it in a middle sized car.
The high importance of this innovative portable recreational boat is derived from the
necessity to create a product that is going to be affordable almost from every individual as the acquisition of a boat or a yacht is considered very limited to the people who
are considered “high income earners”. On the other hand, big sized recreational boats
require high maintenance costs and berth in the marina while the smaller boats require a trailer to carry it or a sufficient parking area.
There are various types of recreational boats for different activities and in different sizes, but, very few have ever designed or manufactured to be portable and
have the flexibility to fit in a car. Meanwhile, none of the researchers who have addressed the same subject was found to give significant attention to the design of a
pleasure craft that can fit in a medium sized car.
On the basis of the size constraint, the type of boat that has finally selected to
be designed, had to be really small, thus, it can only be grouped at the category of dinghy or inflatable boat, suitable for fishing close to shore or leisure time with family
members or friends.
The potential users of our boat, are amateur fishermen, families with small
children who love spending time on the beach, sea or lake and finally all the adventure
seekers.
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This dissertation is consisted of five chapters except the introduction, the list of
references and the appendices where is presented the methodology of the design process that have been followed like mood boards, mind mappings, sketching ideas, story
boards and the rest details that can’t be presented on the basic structure of this dissertation.
The first chapter includes what other designers have designed for this topic
since none of the researchers who have addressed the same subject was found to give
significant attention to the design of a pleasure craft that can fit in a medium sized car.
In addition, after an extensive research on the literature of anthropometrics, naval architecture and fundamental laws of physics the key findings, that could help a designer
chose the ideal concept, in terms of dimensions, design and selected materials, are
presented.
The second chapter describes the methodology and the techniques that have
been used in all stages. From the stage of the observation of potential user’s needs,
self testing of similar products, to the design process and limitations this project has.
At the third chapter, the findings and data analysis section of user’s requirements are being presented and compared to the existing products after an extensive
market research. In addition, the materials that can be used are examined, in addition
to available methods of the manufacturing process.
In the fourth chapter, are presented the findings with reference to the literature review that is cited in the first chapter and in comparison to similar products.
The final chapter is where the most interesting part of creation begins. There
are presented all the phases of the design process, that will drive this research to different concept ideas and finally the concept selection.
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Literature Review

Most of the manufacturers and designers all over the globe haven’t tried to create or
researched about an innovative portable boat that covers the needs of users of lower
incomes who can’t afford to purchase or maintain a luxury yacht.
Existing Portable Recreational Boats
Marine industry can be considered as a competitive market as the yacht building companies and the designers all over the world, have a global clientele network which is
consisted of the strongest financially buyers. Simultaneously, these companies are trying to increase their turnover or their profitability by providing innovative designs to
the most demanding users, while they try to decrease the manufacturing costs by adding new production methods and techniques or innovative materials. However, the
existing portable recreational boats are not manufactured by any of these large yacht
building companies, but from small companies or individual young designers.
Portable recreational boats that can fit in a middle sized car
The Folding boat by designers Max Frommeld and Arno Mathies is an origami boat that
came into production and was nominated for the Federal Swiss Design Awards in 2013.
As the designers claim, the folding boat is “seamless”, it is made of standard sheet of
plastic, while it can be assembled in 5 minutes and is ideal for two people. Picture 1
shows the design and how it folds.

Picture 1: Folding boat by maarno (Source: Max Frommeld and Arno Mathies (2018)
www.maarno.com)
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Another Folding boat, the Tanghy shown in Picture 2, is still in concept stage by
the German designer Marie – Caroline Zimmermann – Meinzingen. The concept of the
folding boat uses the folding ability of PVC films. These films serve as a carrier material
as well as a sealing component. In addition, three bottom plates are clamped on the
keel to streamline the boat’s shape.

Picture 2: Tanghy Folding boat by Marie- Caroline Zimmermann- Meinzingen (Source:
Industrial Design-Linz (2018) http://www.id-linz.at)

The Go Boat by the designer John Fenno that is shown in Picture 3 is a portable
boat concept design which allows the users to paddle either with arms or legs in a circular motion. It can be expanded to fit two people.

Picture 3: Go boat (Source: Design Buzz (2018) https://designbuzz.com)

There are various types of Inflatable boats that can actually fit in middle sized
car from many manufacturers all over the world. Some popular types are the dinghies
and the rafts, we can find models that can be deflated and fit into a medium sized car
in both of those inflatable boats categories. Inflatable dinghies and rafts are usually
-11-

very small, but they are generally classed according to their size, construction, durability, they are also often further classified as heavy duty and light duty. Such an inflatable boat can be easily deflated and carried either inside or on top of a vehicle. An example of Inflatable dinghy is the model Dana from the company Newport based in California, USA. Dana, shown in picture 4, is 2660mm long and 1524mm wide while inflated and can be decreased and packed in a carrying bag with dimensions
1092x635x355mm.

Picture 4: Dana (Source: Newport Vessels (2018) https://newportvessels.com/)

Portable recreational boats that can’t fit in a middle sized car
The boats that are presented next are portable but can’t fit in a middle sized car, since
due to their design and their size must be carried on a roof rack.
The Quickboat that is shown in Picture 5, by the Australian company Quickboats, is one of the most advertised models that were found in the market. The company states that it can be assembled in sixty seconds. It is made of composite materials
such as glass, foam cores and Kevlar. There are three versions of 2.5m that is suitable
for two people, 3.1m and 3.7m that are suitable for up to four people. The most interesting technical specification is that the company claims that it can cruise with an outboard engine at a maximum speed of 20 knots.

Picture 5: Quickboat (Source: Quickboats (2018) http://quickboats.com/)
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The Porta-Bote shown in the Picture 6, by the American company Porta Bote, is
another very well advertised product and as the company claims, it has been in production for 40 years and has sold over 100.000 units worldwide. The company has
pushed the product with very aggressive marketing, as they even climbed up the
Mount Everest to become the first and only boat in the world to be sailed on a lake
20.000ft above sea level. They have even submitted an application in the Guinness
Book of World Records. There are four versions of 2.85m that is suitable for two people, 3.27m and 3.85m for three people and 4.28m for four people.

Picture 6: Porta Bote (Source: Porta-Bote (2018) https://www.porta-bote.com)

The Seahopper is another craft, from the British company Seahopper ltd that
has designed a wooden foldable boat in three sizes that can be assembled in 1 minute
and 45 seconds. It can be sailed with paddles, motor or sail. The company started in
1980 and they have sold more than 7,500 units. Picture 7 shows the design and how it
folds.

Picture 7: Seahopper (Source: Seahopper (2018)
http://www.seahopperfoldingboats.com)
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Portable kayaks
Although the European regulation regarding recreational craft and personal watercraft
excludes canoe and kayaks from this category of boats1, there are some interesting
designs that have been developed with unique ways to be folded and carried
ORU KAYAK is a company worth to mention. They have developed an origami
inspired, portable kayak that can be folded into a box. They state that “Going from box
to boat takes just minutes. On the water they’re lightweight, sturdy and durable.” ORU
has created three models, Beach LT, Bay ST and Coast XT that can all be folded into
boxes with dimensions 838x304x736mm. Picture 8 shows the design of model Beach
LT and the box it folds into.

Picture 8: Beach LT and box (Source: ORU KAYAK (2018) https://www.orukayak.com)

The Verseka, by designer Matas Jonaitis from Lithuania, is a concept transformable kayak for one person that can be carried in the trunk of SUV or van. Picture 9
shows the design and how it folds.

Picture 9: Verseka (Source: Tuvie (2018) http://www.tuvie.com)

1

The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union (2013) DIRECTIVE

2013/53/EU, CHAPTER I, Article 2
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Some of the designers and companies that are listed in this chapter had been
contacted by email or by phone for a short interview process in order to collect as
many details as possible for the technical specifications of the products, their inspiration, the design process in terms of user’s needs findings and their business structure.
The sample of this interview can be considered very small as only eight companies
have been found with similar products and the outcome of these interviews is not important to be included in the research. All participants were surprised by the interviewer and the purpose of his questions and they were not willing to share important
data due to the small competition of the product.
Anthropometrics
The size is a key factor when it comes to creating a craft big enough to fit three to four
people and small enough to fit in a meddle sized car. To determine the size of the folded craft in order to fit in the trunk of a car, a research on the capacity of the average
middle sized car’s trunk is required and will be cited bellow. However, humans come in
many sizes, depending on their gender, age, race and numerous other factors. Anthropometrics helps to define the average human dimensions and create a product with
enough space that can fit most of them.
NASA’s research on human body size provides us with the needed data. The
safe way to operate a small recreational boat when it is moving is seated. That way the
risk of falling in the water is reduced. In order to calculate the space needed to fit
three people seating it is important to know the average buttock-knee length and hip
breadth of the biggest sized group of humans, those of a middle aged, Caucasian male.
NASA provides us with those measurements of an American, 40 years old man. People
with smaller sized bodies, like women and children, will be able to fit in the space intended for someone bigger.
The NASA’s findings regarding the average human body dimensions that are
relevant in this dissertation are shown in the Picture 10 bellow. Regarding the hip
breadth of a seated man, the measurements of the 95th percentile of the sample was
42.3cm (16.6in). Moreover, the buttock-knee length of the 95th percentile of the sam-15-

ple was 65.8cm (25.9in). Taking that under consideration, the final product should
have at least three seats with width over 42.3cm. In addition, enough space between
the seats to fit the bended knees of three men is required. That means there should be
at least 65.8cm distance from the back of the seat to the next obstacle and twice that
distance if two seats are facing each other.

Picture 10: Body Size of the 40-Year-Old American Male for Year 2000 in One Gravity Conditions (Source: NASA (2018) https://msis.jsc.nasa.gov)

Laws of buoyancy and flotation
To create a craft with the ability to float it is fundamental to examine the laws of physics around flotation.
The ancient Greek Archimedes was the first one to observe and examine the
law of flotation and buoyancy. Archimedes' principle states that “any body completely
or partially submerged in a fluid (gas or liquid) at rest is acted upon by an upward, or
buoyant, force the magnitude of which is equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by
the body. The volume of displaced fluid is equivalent to the volume of an object fully
immersed in a fluid or to that fraction of the volume below the surface for an object
partially submerged in a liquid. The weight of the displaced portion of the fluid is
equivalent to the magnitude of the buoyant force. The buoyant force on a body floating
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in a liquid or gas is also equivalent in magnitude to the weight of the floating object
and is opposite in direction; the object neither rises nor sinks.”2
Taking that into consideration, if a boat weighs 100kg, it will sink into the water
until it has displaced 100 kg of water, provided that it displaces 100kg of water before
it is completely submerged, then the boat floats. The ability of a boat to float depends
on the average density of it, not only the density of the material, for example the
weight of the steel hull of a cargo ship, but also the air trapped in it. A ship with a large
volume of trapped air has a lower density than that of the water and that allows it to
float.

2

The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica (2017) Archimedes' principle, Encyclopaedia

Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, inc.
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Methodology

The methodology that is going to be used for the design of our product is going to follow the Front End Process that is shown in Picture 11 which includes all the modern
principles of a successful Product Design process.

Picture 11: The Front End Process (Source: Karalekas Dimitrios (class of 2015-2016)
Development Processes and Organizations [Course material] retrieved from
https://elearn.ihu.edu.gr/)

Mission Statement
The Product Description of this dissertation has been clear as the title and the scope of
this research that is the recreational boat the fits in a middle sized car and has the ability to carry three to four people.
The Primary Market of the recreational boat concept that has been selected is:
•

Families with small children who love spending time on the beach, sea or lake
The Secondary Markets are:

•

Amateur fishermen

•

Users of canoe or kayak

•

Adventure seekers

•

Do-it-yourself consumers.
The Assumptions that constrain the development effort are:

•

Fitting in middle sized car
-18-

•

Small

•

Lightweight
The Stakeholders are:

•

End users

•

Retailers – Service Centers

•

Sales Force

•

Production

•

Legal Department

Identifying Customer Needs
Identifying the customer needs is one of the most critical and important pillars for the
development of innovative products. In this chapter are addressed the steps that have
been followed in order to gather the required data and interpret them to product
specifications. The first need that had to be identified was if actually there is a real
need of a portable boat that fits in a middle sized car, but, for research purposes, it is
assumed that there is such a need and there is no requirement for further investigation.
Gathering Raw Data
The process of Gathering Raw Data includes one-on-one Interviews, Interviews in Focus Groups and Observation. On the basis of this research, actual users of portable
boats couldn’t be found in marinas, coasts or lakes in order to be interviewed directly
as users of similar products. There was an additional effort to be found potential or
actual users who liked similar products in social media networks. More than one hundred people had been contacted, forty eight replied that they were willing to participate in the research, but, only two responded with completed questionnaires. However, the research had to be continued and target the needs of lead users or users of
other recreational boats like small inflatable boats, small fishing boats, canoe and kayak. These data that has been collected, have been organized in a list, classified and
ranked according to their importance.
-19-

Establish Target Specifications
The subject of this dissertation is giving the researcher by default some constraints for
preliminary specifications of the final product that had to be investigated in details,
besides the results from the research of the customer needs.
A critical specification that had to be investigated was the meaning of a “middle sized car” since during the research it was noticed that middle car is considered a
car of a different dimension and type for each user. After finding the target group of
the middle sized car, there was a research of the average trunks size.
The second constraint is the legislation of Marine Safety Regulations for pleasure crafts in order to carry three to four people. Since the regulations vary from country to country, the best solution was to examine the regulations of the European Union
regarding recreational crafts.
In addition to the findings of the research concerning the marine safety regulations and the average size of the middle car’s boot, the writer had to narrow down the
customer requirements into measurable design targets. Due to this reason, the steps
that have been followed are:
•

The customer needs that have been addressed from the previous steps have
been linked to metrics.

•

These metrics have been established according to units.

•

Benchmarking the competitive products on metrics

•

Benchmarking the competitive products on customer needs

•

Assign marginal and ideal values

•

Finding the Opportunity or Opportunities over the competitive products

•

Setting the final specifications

•

Gathering the information on a Quality Function Deployment that will support
the development phase of this dissertation.
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Generating Product Concepts
The methodology of generating the product concepts is in fact the typical product development process that includes the analysis and synthesis stages.
Analysis stage
•

Strategy wheel

•

Trend analysis

•

Collage and mood boards

•

Design Specifications

Synthesis stage
•

Mind Map

•

Brainstorming with stakeholders

•

Sketching Ideas

•

Storyboard and Scenario

•

Selected Concept Drawings

•

Selected Concept CAD modeling

-21-

Findings / Data Analysis

This chapter introduces the findings and research results regarding the preliminary
specifications that should be taken under consideration before the development of the
product. The data were acquired by credible sources relevant to the subject, such as
the European Commission for information concerning car usage in the continent and
safety, and car manufacturers for data concerning the dimensions of car trunks. The
findings of the customer needs were retrieved by questioning users of recreational
boats of many kinds.
Middle sized car determination
Middle sized car is the term used to describe the class of cars bigger than city cars,
suitable to carry a whole family or a small group of people and their luggage. The European Commission, on its car classification, ranks the middle cars on the C-segment3
including models such as Volkswagen Golf, Skoda Octavia, Opel Astra, Ford Focus and
many more. Most of those models are listed among the best selling cars in Europe4
and therefore are widely used.
The key factor in creating this product is its size that will enables it both to be
used by three to four people but also to fit in the trunk of a middle sized car. This has
lead to the need to determine the average trunk’s capacity. However, such a number
does not exist. Due to the wide variety of shapes and sizes of middle sized cars the average internal trunk dimensions had to be calculated by comparing some of the most
common and popular models, Skoda Octavia, Opel Astra and Volkswagen Golf.
The final selection between middle sized car models was made after researching online and on catalogues of each model, by comparing the drawings and compa-

3

Commission of the European Communities (1999) REGULATION (EEC) No 4064/89

MERGER PROCEDURE. Article 6(1)(b) NON-OPPOSITION, IV. ASSESSMENT, Brussels
4

JATO (2018) https://www.jato.com
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nies’ data for the capacity of the trunks of those cars. It was important to include in
this comparison models with some of the biggest trunks of the category, Skoda Octavia
with trunk capacity 590lt, and Honda Civic with trunk capacity 478lt, but also a model
with average trunk such as Opel Astra with capacity 370lt and finally a model with
smaller trunk capacity 350lt the Volkswagen Golf.
Table 1: Middle sized car trunk dimensions
Model

Trunk capaci-

Trunk width

Trunk depth

Trunk height

ty (lt)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Skoda Octavia-2017

590

1010

1084

545

Honda Civic-2017

478

1390

920

460

Opel Astra-2016

370

1060

750

450

Volksawagen Golf-2017

350

1012

906

754

Average trunk dimensions

447

1118

916

552

The table 1 shows the comparison on the trunk capacity and dimensions of
four popular middle sized cars. The dimensions of the final disassembled product must
not exceed the dimensions of 1118mm in width, 916mm in depth and 552mm in
height in order to fit in an average middle sized car. Those are the dimensions of the
trunks with the back seats of the car in their standard position. In all the models that
have been compared and in most contemporary cars there is always the option of folding the back seats and create more trunk space that allows the user to carry bigger objects.
European regulations
According to the European Commission “The recreational craft sector refers to boats
with a hull length of 2.5m to 24m that are intended for leisure or sport use “ . All recreational crafts sold in the European Union must comply with the technical safety and
environmental requirements defined by the Recreational Craft Directive 2013/53/EU.
After thorough examination of the Directive, a segment that limits the recreational
craft size in accordance with the number of people that can board it was not found.
-23-

The European Directive states that the manufacturer must indicate the recommended load, whether it is fuel, people or any other type of load, for which the watercraft was designed to carry without jeopardizing its stability, freeboard, buoyancy and
flotation5.
Customer Needs
Interviews, Focus groups, Observation
As it was described in the methodology chapter, actual users of portable boats
couldn’t be found in Greece in order to be interviewed and observed as users of similar
products. Due to this reason, the sample of this interview is consisted of lead users as
it is shown on Table 2, which is consisted of fifteen users of inflatable recreational
boats, two focus groups of twenty sailors in total, five users of canoe and ten families
lying on the beach. As it was mentioned in the previous chapter of Methodology, only
two users of portable recreational boat could be found.
Table 2: Interviewees
Lead Users

Users

36

1

14

1

Leisure
(Occasional use)
Fishing
(Frequent use)

The key findings of the interview process:
•

Why do you use this type of boat?
Most of the interviewees answered for leisure with friends or family and fish-

ing. Many Inflatable boat users answered that the inflatable boats are safer.
•

How frequent do you use your boat?
Most of the interviewees replied that they use it during the weekend, 2-3 times

per month and mainly during the summer period.

5

The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union (2013) DIRECTIVE

2013/53/EU, ANEX I, part A, 3. INTEGRITY AND STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
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•

Walk us through a typical session using your boat.
It was observed that the users of boats that was carried by trailer, needed be-

tween 15-20 minutes to put the boat in the water or load it back on the trailer. Moreover, they needed a 4x4 car to drive it on the sand and launch the boat in the water or
an available ramp in the marina.
•

What do you like about your boat?
Most of the interviewees replied the reliability, the freedom and the speed. It

was noticed that most of the users didn’t actually replied about the product itself but
the feeling they could get of using the product.
•

What do you dislike about your boat?
The high fuel consumption, the design, it’s old, launching the boat (maybe be-

cause the interview took place in the launch ramp) and some other specific technical
specifications that was found irrelevant to this research.
•

What are the issues that you considered before buying your boat?
Cost, reliability and the taxes I have to pay to the government, fuel consump-

tion, maintenance cost
•

Would you buy a portable boat that you can fit it in your car’s boot?
A higher percentage of 90% replied that they didn’t knew that this type of boat

exists and they were willing to use it.
•

What would be the most critical factor for you to choose a portable boat?
Most of the interviewees, replied the safety, the attractive design, enough

space in the boat, weight, cost, maintenance cost, easiness to assembly it.
Classified Need Statements in hierarchical fashion
The interview that was designed for identifying the needs of lead users and interpreting them to statements based on competitor’s products, Organized List of Customer
Needs and their ranking of importance can be found in the Appendix 1. Below follows
the most important and critical need statements in hierarchical fashion based on the
experience that was gained through the interview process.
-25-

Ranking of Need statements according to their Importance
•

The portable boat has several additional functions

•

The portable boat can be sailed with outboard engine and paddle

•

The portable boat seems like a mini yacht

•

The portable boat has battery that charges phones and other devices with 12V.

•

The portable boat has cooler to keep the beverages cold

•

Ranking of Need statements according to their Criticality

•

The portable boat is extra safe

•

The portable boat can be assembled and disassembled fast and easy without
tools

•

The portable boat fits in car’s boot

•

The parts of the portable boat are small and light

•

The portable boat is made of durable materials and has second level of protection

Target Specifications
When it comes to creating a craft able to float on water with safety certain rules must
be followed. Those rules can be the foundation of the whole designing process. The
final product must comply with preliminary specifications such us fundamental laws of
physics and safety regulations.
A crucial concern was whether there is a regulation that connects the use of a
recreational boat of a certain size with the number of people that board it. After examining the European Directive no such regulation was found. The directive made it
clear that the manufacturer should indicate the maximum weight that can be loaded
on the boat without jeopardizing its stability, freeboard, buoyancy and flotation. Of
course, such data could only be indicated after thoroughly testing the boat by experts
in naval engineering.
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Regardless the European regulations, the vast important aspect of developing
this boat is its ability to float. After examining the Archimedes’ principal about flotation
and buoyancy it was clear that for such a small and simple craft the way to secure its
buoyancy was to use the density of the materials and the structure. By selecting a material durable and also light weighted in addition to some air chambers, the total density of the boat will be increased to the level that it would be lower that this of the water, giving to it the ability to submerge partially and sail smoothly without the risk of
sinking.
A specification set by the subject of this dissertation was the final product to
be able to fit in a middle sized car. After comparing different cars that belong to the
category “middle sized” the final dimensions the product should have mustn’t exceed
those of the average middle car’s trunk, 1118mm in width, 916mm in depth and
552mm.
In addition to the findings of the research concerning the buoyancy, safety regulations and the appropriate size that would fit in the trunk of a medium sized car, the
customer requirements are a key factor in developing a recreational boat. After examining the results of the customers’ needs, it was clear that to make this boat attractive
to the users certain extra specifications should be followed. The weight and safety of
the boat is an important factor for the user as well as the additional functions such as a
battery, a 12V charger, storage for activities’ equipment and a cooler. Another important asset would be the time to assembly the boat. The results of the research and
the Quality Function Deployment can be found in the Appendix 2.
Generating Product Concepts
The methodology of generating the product concepts is in fact the typical product development process. It will be presented next but due to the restrictions of this dissertation template, the full presentation can be found in the Appendix 3.
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Analysis Stage
The steps followed in the Analysis Stage were the Strategy wheel – Trend analysis –
Collage and mood boards – Design Specifications. Following, there will be cited the results of those steps.
Strategy wheel
The strategy wheel helps the company during the product development process to understand clearly its current position in the market, in terms of companies’ strengths in
relation to its competitors.
This strategy wheel, Picture 12 bellow, is a presentation of a hypothetical company that was founded by the writer based on his experience from his educational and
professional background.

Picture 12: Strategy wheel
Trend analysis
The trend analysis, Picture 13, was focused on four important aspects that influence
the buying trends and product development. Those are Social trends and Social life,
Design, Fashion and Environmental awareness.
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Picture 13: Trend analysis
Mood Board
The inspiration for the mood board was the clean lines of new yacht design and military aircrafts, dominant colours, like black and white, combined with wooden details or
surfaces, also, the classic luxury feeling of teak wood on a yacht or of the Eames
Lounge Chair and Ottoman. The mood board will be cited in Appendix 3.
Design specifications
After identifying and taking under consideration the customer needs and the rest actions that were analysed and addressed in the findings of the target specifications, the
research has been driven to the following objectives:
Firstly, in order to fit in a The middle sized car, the boat’s dimensions should be
smaller than 1000x900mm when it’s folded, since the average trunk’s dimensions of a
middle sized car are around 1118x916x552mm.
In addition, the total length of the boat unfolded must be at least 2000 mm to fit
three people.
Also, according to the findings of the customers’ needs research, the final design
should offer several additional functions and accessories in order to give additional
value to the user. Such functions are a battery, a waterproof 12V socket, a cooler and
finally storage for fishing equipment.
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The boat should have the flexibility to be sailed both with an outboard electric motor and paddles.
Lastly, the weight of the boat is an important factor to facilitate its transfer. IN total the whole packaging must weigh less than 15-20kg in order to allow the user to carry it without extra effort.
Synthesis Stage
Mind Map

Picture 14: Mind map
Brainstorming
During the investigation of similar products, the collection of their needs and after the
observation of the users, it was noticed that they don’t want to spend a lot of time to
inflate the inflatable boats, or to assemble them, but, they are willing to spend more
time and effort if the boat provides them some additional functions.
The brainstorming process was developed between a team of 5 lead users and
the designer in order to narrow down the ideas of potential shapes and materials into
more specific shapes and materials.
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There were expressed many ideas of using materials with high tensile strength
(MPa) and low density such as S glass, E glass, Different types of fiber glass, KEVLAR,
Carbon Fiber. Finally, it was selected to be used polypropylene, because it’s a light material, more economic comparing to the rest and has the ability to be bended thousands of times at places where the material is thinner.
It was also investigated the idea of using many inflatable parts like the typical
inflatable tender, but, it was observed that the customers don’t want to spend much
time and effort with the inflation. On the other hand, their perception is that the inflatable boat is safer, since it can’t sink as easy as boats made from different materials.
Based on this requirement, the research was focused on different materials that are
inflatable, but need less air, are more durable and stiff.

Picture 15: MSL technology by red paddle co (Source: Redpaddleco (2018)
https://redpaddleco.com)
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After an extensive research, it was found that the most suitable material for those
characteristics is called MSL – fusion composite airtight coating from the company Red
Paddle Co. which is manufacturing high quality paddle boards. The company claims
that have tested the product in adverse conditions as it could easily pass a yield test of
a 22 tons pressure. More details concerning the construction of the material can be
found in the Picture 15.
Sketching Ideas
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Storyboard & Scenario

Selected Concept Drawings
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Selected Concept CAD modeling
During the research, it was found that most of the small boats are using the traditional
wooden seat. However, in this construction, the seats are located in a different way.
For stability reason, in case of being only one person and want to paddle, the seats can
easily change position and change the layout of the boat. There are four stainless steel
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press fasteners that are covered with velcro, similar to those that are used for yacht
biminis, to fix the seat in position.
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The final product would be available in a great variety of colors like black, ivory, grey,
turquoise and baby pink. Every user will find his ideal mini yacht according to his preferences.
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The pocket boat can be sailed with paddles or with an electric small motor.

The most difficult part of this project was to design a foldable body in Solidworks with
metal sheet, while it is a curved surface. For this reason, the designer has designed the
hull as a solid part and has calculated the dimensions when the body is folded. The hull
of the boat, the back panel and the inflatable base, can fit easily in a medium sized car.
However, the additional accessories, like the seats that provide to the user several
functions, would need a slightly bigger space, or the use of the back seats of the car. In
case of size limitations, the user would be able to chose a traditional seat for space
saving.
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Interpretation of findings
The results of this research lead to obtain a clear view on the industry and requirements of small recreational boats. Moreover, since the companies that have developed portable recreational boats are limited, producing a portable boat, easy to use
and carry, offers a great business opportunity, especially if we conceder the projects
that have been developed but haven’t been in production yet.
Portable Boats Market research
All the concepts and existing models have the sole purpose of sailing without offering
the additional functions to the users that could offer extra value to the experience.
None of the models presented on the Literature Review had the additional functions
that the research of customer needs has shown as important. Also, most of those
boats have more “athletic” aesthetics and don’t resample at all a luxury craft.
The examined models of portable boats have as a main target to make it easier
for the user to own a boat by eliminating the maintenance and docking cost or taxis
that would occur by owning a bigger one. All of them also, were designed in order to
be easy and fast to assembly and use them. Those principals were followed too in designing the Pocket Yacht.
An obstacle that most of the boats reviewed was that most of them couldn’t fit
in a medium sized car. Some models offered the option to be carried on top of the car,
on roof racks, but that was not an option for this dissertation. Therefore, after determining the dimensions of the trunk of the middle size car, it was clear that the final
product’s size, when folded, should be around 1000mm in length and 800-890mm in
width.
Defining the size
The size of the final product should be limited in order to respect the guidance that it
should fit in a middle sized car, but, as a recreational boat, it should be spacious
enough to fit three to four persons. The research on Anthropometrics show that even
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an adult male doesn’t occupy that much space when sitting. The dimensions of each
seat in the boat should be around 43cm and the distance between them, in order to fit
the bended legs of the user shouldn’t be smaller than 66cm. Given those data, the important thing was to develop a boat big enough not just to be comfortable but also enjoyable to use.
Applied Physics
Designing a boat means understanding and using the basic laws of physics that apply
to buoyancy. However, a boat that just floats is not appealing for the user. From the
customer needs research it has occurred that one of the most important assets of a
recreational boat is to give the feeling of safety. The correct combination of light material, such as polypropylene and structure would give the desired results in terms of
safety. For such a small boat it would be impossible to eliminate the instability if one of
the people on board tries to stand on it. However, the goal is to make it steady enough
that such disturbances won’t be important to hurt the users or make them feel unsafe.
Also, the size of the boat will be small enough that most objects on it would be in immediate reach from most positions of the user.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Boat design is an iterative, “trial and error” procedure where the final result has to satisfy certain requirements of laws of buoyancy and flotation in addition to naval architecture and mechanical engineering which hasn’t been taught in this master program.
This knowledge is gained after many years of studies and years of practical experience.
It requires a completely different scientific background of the writers’ and specific
knowledge. Due to this reason, on this research, there were addressed the detailed
principles of the design process and limited basic principles of Naval Architecture and
laws of flotation. In any case, the final design has to be reviewed by a naval architect
and a mechanical engineer and proceed with the required modifications that could
change many aspects of the design.
This dissertation could be developed more, by studying and researching other
fundamental factors/ steps of the creation of a successful product. The writer considered that those steps are included in the development process of a product and are
successor steps to the design and concept selection. Due to this factor, he developed
and delivered the process that is limited to the selection of the Product concept and
hasn’t proceeded with the successor steps of Product development phases that includes the Manufacturing processes, the Concept Testing, Prototyping, Economic Analysis and Project Financial Analysis.
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Appendix
Appendix 1
Interview sample

Grouping the needs
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Ranking the needs
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Appendix 2
Ranking Customer Needs
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Link Metrics to Needs
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Establish Metrics and Units

Benchmark on Metrics
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Benchmark on customer needs

Marginal and Ideal Values
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QFD
Enclosed on the zip file, can be found the excel format.
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Appendix 3
Development process
The presentation of the Development process can be found enclosed on the zip file.
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